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Make liver-friendly choices and chase away your hepatitis! Today there is good news for the millions

of Americans who have hepatitis! It is treatable and beatable! Find out how and why wise decisions,

nutrition, supplements, stress-free living and faith can bring your hepatitis--including hepatitis

C--under control. Next to your skin, your liver is the largest orgain in the body, and it carries a heavy

load of responsibility in keeping you healthy. Learn how to treat it well and make liver-friendly

choices! In this easy-to-read little book, you'll discover: How the liver rids the body of impurities

Strategic plans for recuing and restoring your liver Common-sense activities and foods to avoid How

to keep your family members virus freeYou want to be healthy. God wants you to be healthy. Now at

last here's a source of information that will help you get healthy--body, mind and spirit.
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Dr. Don Colbert is a board-certified family practice medical doctor who specializes in nutritional

medicine, treating over 17,000 patients. Since 1984, Dr. Colbert has helped thousands of patients

regain good health and live pain free after years of suffering. A graduate of Oral Roberts School of

Medicine, he has received extensive training in nutritional medicine. As a result, he has founded and

developed his own nutritional supplement line, Divine Health Nutritional Products. Dr. Colbert also

co-hosts Golden Eagle Network's "Your Health Matters" with his wife, Mary. They frequently lead

health seminars at home and abroad, the address health and nutrition issues as guests on national



talk shows and news broadcasts. Don and Mary make their home in Central Florida.Ã‚Â 

I was in a panic and needed to learn very quickly about Hepatitis C because a dear friend was

diagnosed and I wanted to help. I purchased 5 books to learn, but I started with this book because it

was small and easy to read. I not only learned a great deal QUICKLY, but the information was very

useful along with the PRAYERS. I quickly left my panic stage and had enough information then to

ask somewhat informed questions.The book is a little dated (not in the info.) since I called the phone

number given in the book to ask about the supplements and was given a newer phone number.

When I called the number (in Florida) I actually spoke to a nice gentleman who answered many

more questions. He was working only a few feet from the desk of the famous Dr. Don Colbert. He

told me the Dr. was there seeing patients but has no extra time for phone calls. He also told me to

read more about supplements, etc. on their website: www.Dr Colbert.com Great info on the website.

I also entered Dr. Colbert's name on You Tube and found many wonderful video's where he is

talking and explaining many topics. What a wonderful man who is not only a caring doctor but a true

Christian. I also, want to thank the gentleman who rated this book with 5 stars for his review. It gives

me HOPE to know that he has regained his health even after unsuccessful treatments for Hep.

C...........but following the nutrition and supplement advice from this wonderful doctor!!

Excellent book I like all of his books.

Arrived on time and was what expected. Thanks.

I strongly disagree with the poor reviews on "The Bible Cure for Hepatitis & Hepatitis C". This is not

a medical encyclopedia, it is a booklet. I have Hep C, so I have read many books on the subject and

listened closely to the doctors. I didn't find anything in this booklet that contradicts the information

given by these sources. This booklet about this disease is written accurately and concisely. I went

through the HORRIBLE treatment for Hep C and it failed. So I was left with faith and nutrition to

boost my immune system and keep the Hep C from advancing. I have followed DOCTOR Colbert's

plan for years, not only has the Hep C not progressed, but I am much healthier in every area. I find it

hard to believe that anyone has a negative opinion of adding good nutrition, positive thinking and/or

faith to the current treatment available to the unfortunate people that have their life threatened by

this virus.



If one is seeking a book of ethnic medicines based on ancient Biblical diet & herbs, this is not such a

book. Rather, it a Basic Guide for Christians who want the essential information concisely and with

Biblical based Christian prayer guidance. As a traditional Catholic, I find this booklet valuable though

written apparently by a non-Catholic. Dr Colbert describes the medical treatment, advises doing

nothing apart from the Physician, lists the most beneficial vegetables, nutrients, vitamins, herbs and

those he thinks contraindicatory.He indicates the medical basis for what he writes.On

contraindicated foods, I disagree strongly that Milk is one such food -- because having properties

that block excess iron uptake, vital for fighting HCV -- but altogether there is a good basic guide to

everything. Nor do I find dairy fats problematic; but both milk and dairy fat (high in fat soluble

vitimins) tolerance are highly individualistic. If one is a dairy foods aficcionado, not counting ice

cream sugar cravers, then one may have no trouble digesting them. Fighting HCV, my diet is

basically Mediterranian and Dairy (posssibly from my nordic genes) -- plentiful in grains, fruits, all

kinds of cheeses & whole milk, nuts, raw vegetable salads, with some meat & fish. Being a little too

"dogmatic" in the supposed foods-to-avoid results in less than 5 stars.Interferon-Ribaviron Therapy

is discussed. Recommended are herbs like Milk Thistle (Silibum marianum)and Bupleurum,

vegetables like Artichokes, supplements like Thymus extract -- it is almost all here. The herbs list

can be expanded to include moderate tea of Phyllanthus urinaria (whole herb available online from

Tropilab, Surinam) and some of the Chinese -- which one will encounter in the literature, taking care

not to take hepatic-contraindicated herbs, information today being pretty well-balanced in warning

about such as might damage the liver, but care is necessary in experimenting. Until new options

arrive for medical treatment (I write in latter 2006.), there is about everything here, concisely less

than 100 pages, and with beautiful Christian methodology in putting it altogether in one's life to fight

the battle.

I can't believe this guy is a MD. He is coasting on his popularity based on these books he writes. He

can go on and on with these books that cater to people who just don't know any better.People fall

for anything they read.

Colbert's "Bible Cure for _____" series has reached a new low in the current trend of irresponsible,

mass-marketed, religiously-based "health" literature. Colbert's sense of ethics must be nonexistent

to continue producing junk like this series, with "...Hepatitis C" being the most blatantly stupid title.

The poor sap who places trust in Colbert's advice is surely doing himself a disservice, but Colbert is

to blame for exploiting his medical title and current popularity to, well, kill people who don't know any



better.
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